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To welcome in the Spring Webtogs introduces a collection of footwear from 
Merrell Shoes, renowned worldwide for their innovative and stylish approach. 
Instantly recognisable with their revolutionary design and distinctive 
logo, Merrell shoes Merrell shoes have built an enviable reputation for 
comfort and performance. 

 

The Merrell Jungle Moc is an innovative men’s slip-on shoe that combines 
classic brushed pigskin leather with a unique Jungle Runner sole pattern and 
sticky rubber. Using Air Cushion technology and an anatomical footbed this 
stylish and supremely comfortable shoe has the feel of a glove for feet whilst 
giving day long support. 

The Merrell Apollo shoe combines outdoor technology with city centre style, 
marrying a Vibram Adventure sole with a waterproof pigskin upper. The 
carefully matched colours blend upper and sole almost seamlessly giving a 
smooth and stylish look whilst below the surface an injection moulded arch 
shank, air cushioning and 4.5mm footbed take care of comfort all day long. 

Equally at home on the high street or the hillside the Merrell Intercept is a 
classic shoe with a distinctive Merrell touch. From its stylish leather upper to 
an AEGIS Antimicrobial lining the Intercept is a shoe designed to perform day 
in day out in comfort . An Ortholite anatomical footbed adapts to caress the 



feet for day long pleasure, with a Nylon 6.6 injection moulded arch shank 
and air cushion midsole to provide support and flexibility whatever the 
terrain. A classic Vibram sole with 4.5mm lug depth and sticky rubber give 
the Intercept the grip to complement its stylish looks and comfort. 

Designed specifically for women, the Merrell Siren Sync uses a triple density 
compression moulded EVA footframe and an air cushion midsole to make a 
shoe with comfort as a priority. A Nubuck and mesh upper, treated with an 
antimicrobial coating, gives impressive breathability whilst a Vibram TC 
Rubber sole gives grip to make the Siren Sync as functional as it is 
comfortable. 

The Chameleon Wrap GTX XCR takes lightweight, waterproof walking shoes 
to a new level, following a tradition of the legendary Merrell Chameleon 
family. Using a Gore-Tex XCR membrane in fine pigskin leather this shoe is 
built to perform whatever the weather, and designed to last with protective 
rubber rands above high durability synthetic moulding. Comfort isn’t 
sacrificed for the performance levels, with Defense mesh panels helping 
maintain a comfortable temperature whilst the foot sits on a contour hugging 
bed. Ideal for multi-activities or long distance trails the Chameleon Wrap GTX 
XCR is destined to be a top seller. 

The Waterpro Ottawa is a typical Merrell shoe designed to push the limits, 
whatever the situation, day after day. A Nubuck and mesh upper maintains 
breathability with a special antimicrobial lining covering upper, footbed and 
heel lining to minimise the impact of moisture and keep feet comfortable all 
day long. The Waterpro Ottawa wraps the foot whilst supporting it then 
surrounds it with a protective rubber rand for durability and sits it on a 
classic Vibram Chameleon Arc Sole of TC5+ Rubber to create a shoe for the 
real outdoor enthusiast. 
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